Many agricultural economics departments are concerned about the vitality of their PI1.D. programs. A particular problem is insufticient st~ldent numbers to justify teaching certain courses or fields. As a consequence, much faculty time can be spent debating alternative progratn structures without any real idea of the likelihood that a proposed program structure will succeed. This article presents a framework for deriving sorlle analytical and empirical results for alternative Ph.D. program structures. A downloadable program is used to generate some representative results that will hopefully help others minimi~e speculations and time spent in committee or departmental meetings.
In the Department of Agricultural Economics at Lake Wobegon University, everything good about the Ph.D. program is above average: the number of students, the assistantships, the graduate faculty, the salaries, even the support staff. T h e students can choose any JEL code number as a specialty area. all classes have ample students, and the student to faculty ratio is high. In fact, the department head, Professor Twain. thinks the run1ors a b o u t d y i n g P h . D . p r o g r a m s "are great1 y exaggerated."
As a fantasy, the vibrant Ph.D. program at Lahe Wobegon University is something many departments would like to experience.
Cieorge C . Davis and Erne\to Perusquia Lire associate professor and graduate research assistant. respectively, Department ol' Agricultural Econonlics. Texas A&M Uni~crsity, College Station. T X . Appreciation is extended to Ron Schrimper for helpful discussions and for providing us with home of the data used in the present article and lo Jarncs Richardson and an anonymou5 referce for helpful discussions. Recognition is also panted to Wade Grif'lin foias.;igning one o f the authors to a suhcommittec horn which this rescnrch originated and challenging the authot-t o turn the committee work into a , j o~~t -n a l article.
In reality, there are many agricultural economics departments around the country that are concer-ned about the vitality of their Ph.D. programs. To document this concern only requires a sympathetic ear at professional meetings or a cursory review of the literature (e.g., Huffman and Orazem; Norton et al.; Schrimper 1985 Schrimper , 1999 . A particular problern for many departments is low student numbers.
Low student numbers are especially problematic for departments in the teaching area, where it would seem there are economies of class size, at least over a large range of student numbers. For the instructor, much of the total cost associated with teaching a class is fixed: for the same type of instruction. out-of-class preparation and in-class instruction time are basically the same for 5 , 1 0 , or 20 students. Although the variable cost is increasing, it is likely increasing at a decreasing rate. In general. it is more time efficient to teach a full class than an almost empty class. This argument is even more relevant when the oppol--tunity cost of time is considered, given that every hour devoted t o teaching takes away from tirne that could be spent doing research or extension activities. These cost economies are probably the reason that most universities have some type of policy on the minimum class size required for a course.
Many variables influence whether or not a course or a field will be successful: the number of students, which depends on assistantship levels and the number of assistantships available; the number 01' courses offered; the number of courses required; the number of field course credit hours required; the number of credits per course: etc. With so many variables. depal-tmental debates about the small class problem can hog down as different factions argue for different instruments (variables). One faction claims, "the problem is not courses: we need more students. and to get more students we need Inore assistantship resources." Another faction says, "we are unlikely to get Inore resources. so we need to cut the numbcr of offerings." Still another faction argues, "we don't have to cut course offerings-we can teach the same number of courses but just require the students to take more course hours." Each of these statements is true to some degree, but there is also a great deal of uncertainty as to the effectiveness of each of these alternatives. What is required is some evidence as to the efficacy of these alternatives. There are two ways to obtain evidence as to the efficacy of alternative Ph.D. program structures: experi~nentally or analytically. Although an experimental approach of turning a Ph.D. pl-ogram into a laboratory will provide observational evidence, this evidence comes at a n extremely high price-excessive administrative duties for faculty niembers. program discontinuity, and varying program quality, to name a few. Alternatively, although an analytical approach will not provide observatic-rnal evidence, it can provide likely o~ltcome evidence. More important, it does not come with such a high price tag in terms of faculty time and program continuity. As a consequence, an analytical approach is attractive.
The purpose of this article is to present an analytical fl-amework for determining the number of expected students in n held and in a course in some alternative Ph.D. program structures. We have found in our own department that these results helped minimize the amount of time spent debating and deciding the likely success of alternative program structures. We suspect others struggling with these issues may also find the results usefill. Because there are many factors that can affect the number of students. and therefore the nunlber of courses that are viable and vital. the next section gives a literature review of the main factors that have been identified as important on a national level. The following section then provides the analytical framework and the results. The article closes with a summary and some concluding remarks.
Some Important Characteristics of Ph.D. Programs
To understand the concerns ;lboi~t Ph.D. programs, it is informative to first look at what has happened to the quantity of' Ph.D. students over time. Schrirnper ( 1999) provided perhaps the most recent data available over time on Ph.D. degrees granted.' Those data were an update of the data given in Schri~nper (1985) and were compiled mainly from the May issues of the Amcric.~ltr J o~~t~~z a l ~j ' A g r i c .~i l t r l r~~I E(.otlor?iic..s. The data were co~npiled from 36 institutions, and the national and regional averages over time are shown in Figure 1 . As can be seen, the average number of Ph.D.s peldepartment ihr the entire United States per year has varied between four and six tiom I985 to 1997. In general, the North Central ant1 Western regions averaged granting more Ph.D.5 than the national average, whereas the Northeast and Southern regions averaged granting fewer Ph.D.s than the national average. Table I gives the summary statistics for each department and overall departments within each region between I985 and 1997. I Schrimper's data i \ !'or Ph.D. deprcc.; granted. Although the cmphnsi.; here is on Ph.11. students. it seems reasonable to expccl the number oT Ph.D.\ granted to he some relatively con\tant proporlion of the number o f stitdrnts. In the only published empirical analysis of the market for PI1.D. graduate students that we are aware of, Huffman and Orazem developed a theoretical model of the demand and supply for graduate students. Overall, the empirical results were i n agreement with their theory and intuition. On the demand side, they found that the wage rate for graduate assistantships, total state farm income, and experiment station expenditirres were negatively related with quantity demanded. They also found that total state personal income, the average wage rate for assistant professors, total state agricultural extension expenditures. and the number of undergraduates were all positively associated with quantity demanded. The only coefficient having a sign in conflict with theory was that on the agricult~~ral extension expenditures. On the si~pply side, they found that available graduate student assistantships, the wage rate for graduate assistantships. the wage rate for assistant professors, ancl the sire of the f:~culty were all positively associated with the quantity supplied. They found that both measures of opportunity cost were negatively associated with the quantity supplied. Of particular interest. they found that the supply elasticity, with respect to the assistant's wage rate net of tuition, was .57. Thus, for every 10% increase in the assistantship wage rate net of tuition, the number of students is expected to increase by 5.7%. Although one could quibble over some of the specific variables in the model, the major determinants seem to be captured, niainly the price (available assistantships, assistantship wage rate. rind tuition). opportunity cost, expected return, and institutional effects.
I11 looking at these major determinants, the individual departlnents have the greatest control over the two price determinants: available Just 1994, 1999; Just and Huffman; Norton et al.: Perry; Rubenstein et al.) .
Much of the funding dlscu\sion in the literature has focused on the difference between formula funds and competitive funds. There is no competition for forrnula funds between universities; formula funds are allocated based on a specific forml~la. Just (1994, 1999) have documented e~npirically the bcnefits of formula funds over competitive funds for agricultur:~l productivity, but there would seem to also be some advantages associated with formula funcls in controlling assistantships.
As Just ( 1994. 1999 ) pointed out. formula funcis have less risk and uncertainty than competitive funds. In addition, the research projects associated with fortnula funds are continuing with no real deadline or deliverable product. Competitive funds usually have a short tirneline with a specific delivel--able product. For these reasons, it is much easier to make budgeting plans in recruiting gl-acluate stuclents and offering assistantships with formula funds. Furthermore, tirst-and sccondyear students are rnore difficult to fund with competitive funds than with formula funds, because these students usually do not possess the necessary skills to be very productive on a short-term conipetitive fund project. Alternatively, because of the longer timeline and no specific deliverable product associated with formula funds, tirst-and second-year students can be "subsidi~ed" with formula funds until they are at a more productive stage.
That said. creative administrators can rnake Alston ati~l P~lrdcy (chaptcr 2 ) provided a nice historical account of the changing formula. A \ Hufl'nlan and Just (1999) Table  3 ) and from Schrimper, our Table 2 This casual empiricism is only suggestive of the possible relationship between the size of Ph.D. programs and the changing distribution of funds between formula and competitive funds. The data are too imprecise and the statistics too crude to draw any strong conclusions. However, the results do seem to be consistent with intuition and anecdotal evidence. Although the number of PI1.D.s granted has remained relatively stable, the real decline in formula f~~n d s and the increasing reliance on competitive funds has likely placed more -.
stress on the majority of departments, given that a majority of the competitive funds go to a minority of the departments.
Analytical Approach
Certainly, there are many factors that will affect the number of students in a class, and these will vary over time and by department. Estimating an appropriate multivariate model, such as a count data system, could be done if sufficient data existed and there was enough program structure variation. However, for most departments, these data are either not readily available or there is not enough variation in the program structure to draw reliable econometric inferences about alternative structures. For these reasons. an alternative approach is pursued, to shed some light on the question at hand.
The Analytictrl Appt.otrch
Many Ph.D. programs are structured such that a core set of courses are required to be taken by all students, followed by a set of elective courses fro171 which the students can choose. Often a tield o r specialty area is defined as a a minimum student n u m b e r requirement f o r a set o f designated courses, or, a s a n alternative course t o b e taught. In a n informal survey o f interpretation, a student may define his o w n about 10 universities, w e found that t h e m o s t field with the only requirement being that a c o m m o n m i n i m u m requirement is about five set number o f courses within a g r o u p o f cours-students, although s o m e universities leave that e s must be taken. Because of the cost econo-decision t o the department. Regardless of mies alluded t o above, most universities h a v e whether o r not there is a formal required class size minimum, at some point the economics of the class size becomes a pertinent departmental issue.
Core courses are often taken in other departments (e.g., economics), with ~ldclitional stuclents from those departments helping to easily surpass the required student minimum. The required student minimum is more of a problem in tield courses taken only by agricultural economics students. As a consequence, the intended focus of the following analysis is on field courses.
The ultimate cluestion of interest is how many students will take a given course under different program structures. different student numbers, and different probabilities of taking a field'? Before presenting the general approach to the problem, consider a simple example. Suppose a department has three courses from which fields can be defined: e , , an advanced econometrics course; c2, a demand theory course; and c,, an industrial organi~n-tion theory course. Let the set of courses be . could be defined as the empirical demand analysis field; the second field, j2. as the empirical industrial organization field; and the third field, ,f;, as the theoretical microeconomics field. Now suppose that the department has a strong reputation in the area of econometrics and industrial organization and the graduate coordinator believes that probabilities associated with each field being taken are P(,f,) = .40, P(,f2) = .50, and P(,f;) = -1 0 . With 10 students each taking a field, the expected numbers of students in each field are ,f;, E ( N , ) = LO X .30 = 4; ,f*, E(N,) = 10 X .SO = 5; and,/;, E(N,) = 10 X . 1 0 = 1 . Because the courses appear i n more than one tieltl, the expected numbers of students in a course are c , , E(rz,) = 4 + 5 = 9 ; c,, EO1,) = 4 + I = 5; and c,, E(n,) = 5 + I = 6.
Of course, the above results depend o n several key parameters and tlie results will vary as these parameters ~h a n g e .~ As a consequence, it is important to understand the more general structure. Suppose there are N students in a cohort and a department has C courses from which fields can be defined. Now a field will be detined as a set of courses ( k ) to be taken out of the C available courses. Placing no restrictions on the number of fields then the number of possible fields is the combination F = (i'), or froni C courses choose k." The total number of fields defines the event space. For each field in the event space. a subjective probability of the field being taken by a student Pi is assigned. This then defines a multinornial distribution N!
which gives the probability that out of N students, N , choose field 1 , N, choose field 2, etc., and the subscript F indicates the number of fields.' Let I = { 1 . 2. 3. . . . , C } be the indexing set for the courses and J = { 1, 2 . . . , F ] be the indexing set for tlie fields. Note that these indexing sets i~nply that subsets of the 1 indexing set define an element in the J indexing set (c.g.,,f; = { e l , c 2 } , SO 1 = { I . 2 ) ) . For a multinomial distribution, the expected number of students taking a field j E J is then ' These parameters arc taken as being exogenously determined. For example. ;IS was discus~ed in the earlier section, the number of students will depend on many factor\, such :L\ reel-i~iting efforts, a\sistantship levels. and departmental reputation. However. by taking the numher of students as exogcnous, thc analysis herein does not consider those factors that may affect student numbers but states only what i \ esl~rcted to happen ti.i!h ti givrrr t7rrr?ihcr of students. "The conclusions discuss how the approach can be easily generali/cd t o allow the student to choosc morc than one field from all possible fields and alw how to restrict the nurnbcr o f lields to less than all possible fields.
'The multinomial distribution and its properties can be found in ,ju\t about any mathematical statistics book. See, for example. Mendenhall, Scheal'fcr. and Wackerly, page 2 Id.
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The expected number of students in a course is then just the sum of the expected number of students in each field requiring that course or But simple substitution of Equation (2) into Equation (3) gives
where p, = Cci,,i,,i , Pi is the probability that a student takes a specific course. Thus, the probability of a specific course being taken can be recovered from the information about the structure of the program and the probability of a specific field being taken. However, note that although the rules of probability require that X ' , Pj = I, there is no such requirement that 25, I?, = 1 . This result is due to the layering or overlapping structure of the sets involved in that a course will appear in more than field. In addition. although Equations (3) and (4) can be used to estimate the expected number of students for a specific field or course, there may also be interest in the average number of expected students in a field N and the average number of expected students in a course ii. Given the formulas above, these averages have rather simple forms What can be said analytically about the general procedure summarized in Equations (2)-(6)? Some limited analytical insights can be obtained by considering the partial derivative of these equations with respect to some of the parameters. Equation (2) indicates that for each additional student. the expected number of students in a field will increase by P j . Equation (2) also indicates that for each additional unit increase in Pj, the expected number of students in a field increases by N. Because Pi E [O, 1 ] and N 2 I. then a one-unit change in the probability of a field being taken has a larger impact on student numbers in a field than increasing the total number of students by one student. Similar results apply for Equation (4).
Equations ( 5 ) and (6) indicate that increasing the number of students (N) by one will increase the average number of students in the fields and courses by F and 1/C C;:~, 17,. respectively.
Equation (5) indicates that increasing the number of fields ( F ) by one will decrease the average nurnber of students in a field by -NIF2. However, a similar result does nor necessarily hold for Equation (6) because as the number of classes (C) increases. the denominator and the summation term in the numerator in (6) will increase. With respect to courses, stating that the results will change as p, changes is not very enlightening and just begs the question, what causes 11, to increase within the present framework'! By definition, p, = ~~, , , j , , i = , Pj and anything that causes this sum to increase will cause I), to increase. I t is true h a t for a fixed nurnber of fields (F) with fixed probabilities (qi), increasing the number of required courses in a field ( k ) will increase the number of terms in the summation-i is an element of more jtherefore, p, will increase. Rut beyond this, there are no clcar signable analytical results. This is mainly because several of these parameters are jointly determined and also affect the summation term in a nonlinear manner. For example. if there are at least four courses, the number of course combinations (i.e., number of possible fields F) will increase, reach a maximum, and then decline as the number of required courses in a field ( k ) increases. In addition, as the number of fields ( F ) change, this will change the probability of a particular field ( P j ) , but all do not have to decrease-only some more than others. Because of results such as these, we turn to a simulation analysis of some possible scenarios
The analytical structure given above depends on several key parameters: the number 01 students (N), the number of courses from which fields will be defined ( C ) , the number of courses required for a field ( k ) , and the probability that a field will be taken by a student ( P j ) . Obviously, different departments will have different values for these parameters, and as these parameters change, so too will the expected number of students in a course. Here some examples will be presented that are representative of some reasonable structures, but there is no claim that these results are exhaustive. Other parameter settings will lead to different results, and for those interested in other parameter settings, the program used to calculate the results is available at http://agecon.ta~nu.edu/faculty/ gdavis/gdavi~.htm.~ The program is a simple spreadsheet program that is very user friendly and allows all the parameters of the general framework to be altered to any specification that is desirable.
For the representative or demonstration cases presented herein, the following parameter settings are considered. The number of students are allowed to range from 3 to 15 ( N = 3 , 4 , . . . , 15) . The number of courses from which fields can be constructed are 3, 4, and 5 ( C = 3, 4 , 5 ) . The number of required courses are 2, 3 , and 4 ( k = 2, 3 , 4). By the combinatorics, the parameters C and k then define the number of possible fields ( F ) :
." Subjective probabilities are then assigned to each field (P,i), such that the probabilities of the fields within a specific program structure are somewhat normally distributed. Again, someone interested in other parameter settings is encouraged to download the spreadsheet and tailor the parameter settings to their preferences.
Once at this web page, be sure to rcad the "readme" file first.
" Having 6 or 1 0 fields rnay seem high, but an equivalent way to interpret this structure is that the student defines his own field and then the only restriction is that the student must choosc k courses out of C'.
Results Tables 3-8 give the results. The courses defining the fields are reported in the top part of each table, along with the assigned probabilities for each field and then the implied probabilities for each course. The lower part of the tables show the number of students, the corresponding number of expected students in each field, the average number of students in a field, the expected number of students in a course, and the average number of students in a course."' Table 3 shows the results for a program in which there are three courses, with two courses required per field, or equivalently interpreted, from three courses the student must lake two. Because of the higher probability associated with field two ( f ; ) , naturally field two will have more students than field one (f;) or field three ( j " ) . Also, note that for each additional student, the average number of students in a field increases by F ' = 11.3 = .33, as implied by Equation ( 5 ) .
Some Representativr Results and "What if" Questions
In terms of courses, course one ( c , ) and course three (c,) constitute field two, and given that field two has a higher probability than the other fields, then courses one and three have more expected students than course two (c,) . Also, and as implied by Equation (6), for each additional student the average number of expected students in a course is 1/C Cjl, p, = 213 = .67. The other tables can be interpreted in a similar manner. As has been argued, redesigning Ph.D. programs is administratively very costly, especially in terms of removing or adding new fields or courses, and one would like an idea of how successful a new program structure will be before it is implemented. The frame- For example, suppose a department has five courses. students must take two courses out of the five. and the present parameter settings apply-remember that you can select your own parameter settings in the downloadable program. Without any more restrictions on the program structure, this i n~-plies 10 possible fields. Suppose that the clepartment wants to keep the existing program structure but wants to know how many students are needed for the average expected number of students in a course to be greater than five? Looking at the five-choose two program, Table 6 indicates that it would take at least 12 students on average in this rather flexible program to reach that average. In this program structure, course two ((.?) tneets the minimum class size with about seven or eight students, but the other courses are in much eight Ph.D. students in a cohort. The question is now what program structure is best suited for eight s t~~d e n t s in order for the class size on average to meet the minimum of five? Rather than working with a fixed progr.1 . m structure and a variable number of students. this question just fixes the number o f students and allows the prograrn structure to vary. With the present parameter settings. Tables 3-8 indicate that there are three structures that may support this criterion: 5.33 students with a three courses-choose two program (Table 3) , 6.00 students with a four courses-choose three program (Table 5 ) , and 6.40 students with a five courses-choose f c~r program (Table 8) . If the administl-ator is willing to go down to four students on average per course, then the four courses-cliooce two option also becomes viable (Table 4) . This provides a sample of the types of questions that can be addrcsscd within this framework. worse shape.
Conclusions and Extensions Now suppose, because of resources, or other constraints, that the department realizes that Although funding for Ph.D. programs has it is simply not viable to attract more than likely increased over the past two decades, the source of the funds has shifted from non-dents within each field and course can be calc o m p e t i t i v e t o m o r e c o m p e t i t i v e f u n d s , culated, along with the average number of exwhich has apparently affected the distribu-pected students in a field and course. A few tion of funds across states and therefore de-analytical generalizations d o emerge from the partments. T h e shifting distribution of funds analysis. some of which are obvious, some of has likely increased the amount of stress which are not. many departments face concerning the number of Ph.D. students and number of field offerings and requirements. T h e purpose of Increasing the number of required courses t h i s article was to provide an analytical apwill increase the average number of stua n d program that number of required courses to make a field (k), lncreasing the number of students in the and the subjective probabilities associated cohort by one increases the average numwith a field being taken by students (Pj). From ber of students in n field by the fraction this information, the expected number of stuone over the numbel-of fields, r-rgurdless Increasing the number o f students in the cohort by one increases the average number of students in a course by the sum of the probabilities over all classes-which is not required to be one-divided by the number of classes, c,~tet.i.v pctrihus. Increasing the probability that a field or course is taken by one unit has a larger impact on increasing the number of students in a field or course than increasing the number of students in the cohort by one unit, ceteris paribus.
Other comparative static results are ambiguous and will depend on the specific parameter settings.
The analysis presented herein is much more flexible than it may first appear and can be easily extended if so desired. For example, there may be concern that the procedure is limited in that only one field is chosen or the number of possible fields is unrestricted. Adding the requirement of more than one field would just add another layer to the problem, but the procedure would be the same. More specifically, one would start as before and determine the number of possible fields from the number ot' classes and the specific structure of the cotnbinatorial problem. Once the number of fields is determined, then a second-level colnbinatorial problem would be defined wherein the student would choose a specific number of fields from the total number of fields available. and this second combi~latorial problem would define the new event space. Subjective probabilities would then be assigned to the field combinations, and one would then work backward to determine the probabilities of specific fields and classes making and the number of students in specific fields and cl;tsses. With respect to the number of pos- Note: Numbers in table may differ f l .~) n~ those i~nplicd by liit.~nulas due to ~xiunding sible tields being unrestricted and determined by the combinatorial solution, this is also easily handled. For example, the five courses-choose two structure generates 10 possible fields. but o n e may feel that this is too many fields for the number of courses, given that Inany fields only differ by o n e course. This is easily handled by just pruning out of the tield set the fields o n e thinks are illegitimate and then assign s~~b~j e c t i v e probabilities to the remaining fields. T h i s simply I-educes the number of available fields in the event space, but the event space would still have a multinomial distribution and one could proceed as described above. 
